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ABSTRACT
A 1975 survey carried out to determine Arkansans'

knowledge about and attitudes toward management of lind resources (a
random sample of 'approximately 100'respondents was surveyed in each
of 16 carefully selected counties) provided residential histories and.
answers to varied attitudinal questions which were later used to
highlight the consequences of migration into Arkansas.-Arkansas
natives were noted, and, new Migrantsand-returnees were identified .

and categorized by.year.of migration., Respondents were compared with
respeCt to socio-economic and comtunity involvement characteristics,
origins and,reasons'for moving to Arkansas, and attitudes toward.
community and landruse issues. These comparipons. were made within the
state as a whole', and w4thin4each.of three destination.ireas in
Arkansas. Taking all miggant categdries together, iigrants had more
education and'higher incomes than-Arkansas natives, and they were
more likely to be-white. Generally,, however, Migrants' were more
similar to the native population than different., .with larger
differences. tending to be based on time of arrival in Arkansas. The
observed pattern of migration, while perhaps not'actually reinforcing
the characteristics'Of the receiving arda, at least minimized the
change these patterns might bring abaft. (BRR)
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Consequences of Migraffon.

,Into Arkansas for.
.: - Po pu I at!o n .qh ange

By DIANA PI:DANFORTFI-anci-DONALEYE.-VOTI4.:
Department of Agricultu;al Economics and Rural SoCiology

s' r

It is now well-Known that sometime in the 1960's traditiopal patterns of net
rural -to -urban migration in the 'United States began to reverse. The reversal,
occurred earlier in some ac than in others, but by 1974 nonmetropolitan areas
in nearly all parts of the country were experiencing net gains due to migration, and
those that were not were experiencing smaller net losses than in previous years.

, The Ozark-Ouachita Ilkilani:ls, within which part of Arkansas is located,.is one of
the largest sandinost noticeable areas of revived ionmetropolitan growth.'

Arkansas shifted rather dramatically from large net losses due to migration
during the 1950.196b decade to small net lopes during the 1960-1970 decade
and to large net gains during the years of this decade for which data are available
(.4, 5, 8, 20). Although the changes are widespread throughout the state, the most
dramatic gain's have been in the northerniandporthwestern (Ozark) counties,
some of which experienced more than 50 percent net Ili-migration from_.,1970 to
1976. Some counties in the eastern and southeastern (Delta) areas of Arkansas,
on the other hand, still are experiencing.net out-migration.

There is widespread interest in in-migration to Arkansas and its effects upon the
state (15.): An issue of interest is the effect this inmigration is having and will
have on the population of the state. To what extent will it change the state's
population, and what consequences will this have for communities, local govern-
mental agencies, schools, etc.?

Enough research en urban -to rural migration has been conducted to establish
some generalizations about this phenomenon,Zuiches and Brown (23) examined
nationwide data, and Ploch (1,$) and DeJong and Humphrey (9) examined day
within individual states (Maine, and Pennsylvania; respectively). Those moving
from urban to rural areas generally have less education than those moving in the
opposite direction, but more education than natives in the rural areas to which they
are moving. The urbanite-rural migration involves nearly, all age groUps, with only
those aged 20 to 24 under - represented. A large number of persons aged 35 to 44,
and also of older persons, many of whom areretirees, are relocating to rural areas.
Urban-to-rural migration is primarily a white phenomenon, with black migration
still characterized as rural-to-urban, although tha ( trend is not as dominant as in
past years;The occupations of these rural in-migr nts involve a predominance of

'Morrison and Wheeler (17), in an excellentoverview of this revival of 'rural population growth.
discuss not only the "turnaround" itself, but also the characteristics of urban-to-ruralinigrants, the
reason efor migrapon, arid some possible consequences Other important refejences Are Beale and
Fuguitt (2), Fuguitt and Beide (10). Schwartiweller (19), Wardwell (21). and Zutches and Brown -s
(23)
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intermediatelevel occupational statuses, such as clerical occupations; craftsmen

and operafives,service, and manual labor occupations, However, urbanmigrants
.10

to rural areasstill tend to have higher statusOccupations than most natives of those

areas.
Littg research has been done to'cleterrnin-ediffe-ieliaifiK-dlitirrirmity involve,- .

ment; in preferences for services, or in attitudes toward public issues resultinpfrom

this reversal of migration. Ploch (10 and Hennigh (13), in studies of rural

Lommunities in Maine and Oregontiespectively, concluded that in-miirants were

at least as active, if not more active, than natives in comin'u,nity decigionmaking.

In fact, Hennigh4s tenet is that the opportunity for greater community participation

ors one of the attractions for people radVing from -urban to rural areas. On the other

hand, a study of the Ozarks found in-migrains to be less involved than natives in

community leadership and decision-making role, a finding that was attributed to

the large proportion of retirees among the in-migrant population (6).
Studies that address perceptions Of the adequacy of community services gener-

ally conclude that in-migrants expect more services,of their communities than do
natives. However, there are indications that in-migrants are less willing to increase

the tax bSse in order to support these s'eriiiEes, especially those movingfrom other

nonmetropolitan areas (6, 7; 16).
Many in-inigrants are said to be attracted ley amenities in the rural areas; and

areas rich in these amenities are some of the faster-growing rural areas (1, 22).
Thus, the planning and management of land resources is likely to'be an area of

controversy in ruralareas sustaining high growth rates. Researai,substantiates
somewhat a'ke'neral impression that long-time residents of these areas, often will

welcome the economic expansion in their communities and be univilliog to accept

land use controls that might restrict development opportunities. In- migrants,

however, may be quite willing to impose restrictions on land use in order .to

preserve the uniqUe qualities of the area that attracted them (11, 12).
Arkansas natives were identified from 1975 surveyidata, and new migrants and

returnees to Arkansas were identified and categorized by year of migratiOn.

Responders in these categories; then were compared with respect Co socio-

economic and community involvement characteristics, origin's and reasons for

moving to Arkansas, and attitudes toward community andland use issues..rgese
comparisons were made within the state "as whole,.and within each of three

destination areas in Aricansas, to determine in somedetail what effett a history of

migration may be having on:the population structure and the attitudes and

preference'sof the Arkansas population.

Data Descrititicin

The survey data used in this study allow a more detailed analysis of the

chardctellistics of migrants than do the census data that are used typically.

However, the survey data have some peculiarities that mustbe fully u

before they are 'used. We first identh the data source to be used,ke lain how

migrants have been defined, and discuss some of the peculiar characteri tics of the

6'
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data, Because of the evidence of diffsrent rifigratiorrstregms to different areas of
the ,state; we also define three destination areas in Arkatisas,withip which the .

,characteristics of migrants are examined
,
in detail.2 ,.. , .. -

- ..
N. . t i

Source of Data :-
1. '", %

% , e 1

"The data presented came from a 1975 survey carried out to determine Arkan-
saris' knowledge about and altitudes toward the,management of land Pesources
(14). A random sample of approximately 100 respondents was surveyed in eaqh
of 16 carefully selected counties.3 Although the survey was designed to analyze
attitudes toward, land use management; other vaned attitudinal questions were
asked and considerable detail) was obtained on

°

respondents' residential histories.
- .

t-
Definition of Residence Groups 1

Migration researchers gradually have developed a set of concepts,to describe
migration, based on the kinds of boundaries that are crossed and* permanency
of the move. It has become conventional to define migration as_ the crossing of
county lines. Thus, moves within a county are simply referred to as "local moves"
(3, 4). 756). This study deviates slighily in that migration is defiped here as

.
crossingpstate lines. -

The definition of a migrate used in many studies follows the census definition,
i.e:, a migrant is one who lived elsewhere five years before the respegtive census
year. This approach combines many actual migrants ,(those who had lived
elsewhere other than five years previously) w'ith non-migrants, and is therefore
Inappropriate for a detailed analysis of the characteristics of migrant srotips. For
the analyses in this report, a migrant is &skied as a person who has ever lived
outside of Arkansas. These Migrants then were classified into lumigrants (those
horn outside of Arkansas and Returnees those born in Arkansas who lived
outside the state and returned). Finally, both Inmigrants and Returnees were
classified by the year they last moved to Arkansas: 1) before 1960 (early
migrantli), 2) 1960 to 1969 (Sixties migrants), and 3) 1970 to 1975 (Seventies
migrants). This, together with the remaining persons who were born in Arkansas .

and had neverlived outside the state (Arkansas Natives), resulted in seven
residence categories. (See Table 1 for a description of these categories and their
distribution in the state.) .

Definition of Destination Areas
,Charactenstics of the residence groups were examined for the state as a whole

In analyses not reported here, 1960 and 1970 census data were used to identify migration
streams that the different Arkansas SEAs share with other states Different areas in Arkansas were
*found to share quite differentstreams with other regions and states of the U S

:The 16 counties were Benton. Carroll. Chicot. Cleburne, Conway, Crittenden, Franklin, Greene,
Howard. Independence, Jefferson, Lafayette, Lee, Ouachita, Saline. and Yell See Jackson et al
(14) for a complete description of sampling procedpres and response rates

7
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Table 1. Distribtition of Respondents by Aesidence Category

Residence -
-ra

category - .Frequencj, Percent
..

Native Arkansans ,. 760 - 49 1

,

..
0 ,

Early Returnees 192 12 4

Early In-migrants . 131 8 5

SixtiesSixties Oreturnees 140 9 0 'I

Sixties In-migrants , 94 6 1

.

Seventies Returnees( 98 6 3

'
Seventies In-migrant's 133 8 6

Total 1548 400 0

4e

DeSc ri off on

Persons born in Arkansas
who have never lived outside
Arkansas

...

eerlons born in Arkansas
who have lived elseivhere and
returned before 1960

Persons born elsewhere who
came to Arkansas before 1960.

Persons born in 4rkansas
whohave lived elsewhere and
returned 1960 to 1969

Persons born elsewhere who
came to ArkanSas 1960 to
1969

Persons born in Arkansas
who have lived elsewhere and
returned 1970 to 1975

Persons born elsewhere who
came to Arkansas 1970 to
1975*

e
. -

and within three areas Of.the state the Ozarks, Southwest/West Central Arkan-
sas, add the Della. Survey data were available from the following counties in these

. areas (see Figure 1):
Otarks.areaBenton7Carroll, Cleburne, and Independenc:e counties.
Southwest/West Central area tranklin, Yell, Conway, Saline, Howard,

Ouachita, afid*LafaYetie cbupties.
Delta areaJefferson, Chicot, Lee, Critteriden, and Greene counties
Unfortunately the 16 counties from which survey data were available do not

allow using the State E.Conomic Areas for which census data Ire available.
However, census data as well as other research on regionalism in Arkansas
suggest that the three areas identified have'substantially different types of
migrants.

Nature.of Migration Data
While these survieY data allow detailed analysis of the charactenstics of

migrants, they have some _disadvantages. First, they refer to the migration prdcess
only at destinationin Arkansas. In many respects it would be more informative

8
ti
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Omits
'ample County

Figure 1. Sample Counties in Three Destination Areas of Arkansas

to compare migrants to Arkansas with others at the place of origin because of the
opportunity to examine causes and determinants of the'migration.

A second peculiarity of these data is that migrants have been somewhat
.arbitrarily subclassified as In migrants or Returnees, based upon'place of birth.
:This subclassification is based on "counter stream" migration research that shows
many people migrate to a new area and thgn later return to the place of originfor
several reasons, incluaing family ties, expanded job opportunities, retirement, etc.
Certainly Returnees can be expected to be more familiar with their destination and
to have different reasons for moving to Arkansas than In- migrants, and in some
respects to be more similar to the native Arkansas population. This classification is
somewhat misleading, hdwever, since a person who was-born outside Arkansas
and moved to the state at an early age would likely be more similar to native
Arkansans thada person born in Arkansas who had' spent most ontis or her life
outside the state.

A third disadvantage in using these survey data is that it is not possible to make
inferences about secular trends in migration. Since migrants were subclassified by
the year of arrival in Arkansas, it is tempting to attribute differences between these
groups to the time of migration. HoWever, all respondents were surveyed in 1975,
regardless of when they migrated. Thus; earlx migrants are defined by an event
that, took place at least 15 years before, and they can be expected to be older and

I
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liaVe a completely different set of expererles than people who migrated in the
Seventies. Too, these migrants are representative only of those who chose to
remain in Arkansas:What such data can show are the current consequences 9n
Arkansas of a history of in-Migration over a significant period of time.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MIGRANTS TO ARKANSAS

Socio-Economic and Other Characteristics of the Residence Groups

Migrants normally are younger, better educated, and in higher economic strata
than non-migrants (3. In large part their influence on a reseivingspopulation can
be understoorrby these differential socict- economic characteristics, without attri-
buting speeial differences to migratOry status per se.

Age, race, education ;income, occupation, and land ownership were examiAed

among the residence groups for the stateof Arkansas as a whole, and separately
for each of the three destination areas. In addition, community and political
inv'Olvemerit measures were examined. These data arareserBted in Tables 2 and

;3. .

A History of migration into Arkansas appears to have influenced some of the
basic demographic characteristics of the state's overall population. When compar
ing all migrants as A group to the native Arkansans, we found that migrants had
higher income and educational levels. In addition, a much smaller percentage of
migrants was non-white. There were little or no differences, hovfever, in age,
ownership .of land; or occupational distribution, nor were there differences in
community and political involvement. ,

Essentially the same differences were found between migrants and natives in
' each of the destihatib areas, i.e., migrants in each area had higher income and
educational levels and fewer were.nonwhiie than natives of the area. However,
resplmdent characteristics differed substantially between the areas themselves, in

particular.betwaenthe Delta and' Ozarks areas(Sixty-one percent of the sir
respondents in the. Ozarks were classified as Migrants compared 43 percent in

the Delta, proportions that are consistent with cen:sus.data that show more .
migrants to Northwest Arkansas and fewer to the Delta. Forty-nine percent (*of,

11

those in the Sodthwest/West Central area were classified as migrants and their
characteristics gener4kwere 'distributed intermediately% those in the Ozarks
and the Delta.

The Ozarks had the oldest popldation of the three areas with an overall median
. ,

age of 55 years and with 45 perCeot of the respondents aged 60 and older, while
median age in the Delta was 45 years and only 28 percent were 60 years and
older. The Ozarks had thelowest median income, but income appeared to be fairly
equally distributed among the residel\tsonly 29 percent were at the exremes of
the income distribution (less than $3,100 or 815,000 and aver). The Delta had a
higher median income, but that incom appeared to be quite unequally distributed
with 46 percent at the extremes. Almos all of the Ozarks respondentsere white,
while over a third ikthe Delta were no white. Also, more of those in the Ozarks

I
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reported owning land.
On most of the characteristics just discussed there was significan 't variatie

among the seven residence groups in the state as a whole, even though migrants
overall were not different from natixes. Early migrants, in particular,vietedifferept
.from migrants in the Sixties and Seventies. As cted, the early migrants were
older. With this age difference and their longer length of residence in Arkansas it is
not surprising that these earljt migrants also had lower inComeand educational
levels; a higher proportion of them owned land, and there was somewhat greater
polit)cal involvement. Also, a higher percentage were in farining occupations and
lower percentages Were ethployechi white-collar occupations or unemployed,
differerices 'that are consistent with the differences in age, land ownership, and
educational' levels.

Essentially the same pattern of differences was noted' between early and later
migrants within each of the destin tion 4reasy However, there were some devia-
te ons from that pattern. While earl migrants to the Ozarks had the oldest mediae

Qf all. Ozark migrant groups, ip all but one of the later migrant groups a third
or more -we/e 60 years and alder. In .both the Delta and. the Ozarks, Sixties
migrants were as likely do own land as the earlier migrant's to the area; -and 71..
percent of Se;renties In-migrants to the Ozarks repOrted oivning land, a proportion

-almost as hi)ghas among natives:

(

' There were also some fairly colsistent differences between In-migrants and
° Returnees in each time period, especially in the Sixties and Sgenties. These more

recent In-migrants were mote than the corresponding Returnees to have
.completed more than 12 years educatiyn, to fallinto,tte higher income biackets,
and to be employed in wftite-ar occupations. These income alfd occupational
differences were especially pronounced in the.Delta..In-migrants also tended to be

'c,,L older than the corresponding Returnees,, although these differences were not
onsistent between-destination areas in all time periods. The pattern of racial

d- istribution between corresponding In- migrants and Vnees differed for the
time periptls-rardhe higher propbrtion of nonwhites among In-migrants in-the early
penat shiftingto decidedly higher proportion o nonwhites among Returnees in the
Seventies. In the state as a whole political involvement was somewhat higher
among Returnees, than among* the corresponding In-migrants, a clifference. '
repeatedin the Ozarks and the oi.11111;,rest/W;st Central areas. In

A.

the Delta,
however,In-migiants tended tube vores.politiCally active than Returnees

Reasons forMoving to Arkans as and Origins of the Migrant Groups'

Migrants to AOcansas were asked in what state outside of Arkansas they had
lived th'e longestandtwhy.dieS7 had moved to Arkansas. Reasons for moving to
Arkansaswere summarized into six, categories; and percentage distributions for
the migrant groups in-the state as a whole and in each of the destination areas are
presented, in Table 4. Table 5 pre nts the distribution of migrant groups in .tIte

sistaff as a whole for x regions of rigin and for 11 individual state's of origin that
'

6'
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"able 2. Selected $0clo-Economic and Other tharacteristics of the Residence Groups for the State and for Throe DestinatiokAreas
Residence category '

a

CharaCteristic ilfkansas I Early Seventies Seventies MigranjSixties Sixties
Natives Returnees InmEalgrriyant Returnees In-migrants Returnetis In-Migrants sub -focal . Total.and tired

All areas
Median Age' .

41(140) 42(94) 35(98)50(758)1 58(192) It 63(130)
45(39)

39(132). , 49(786) 49(1544)

SW/W Central,' X52(342) '58( 94) 63( 46) 42(-7p)
48(20) 1

34(44)
53( Till' 56(271)1'6-- 55( 441)

36( 4) , 48(333) 50( 67 5 )

Ozarks ' , 54(170) 64( 61) 65( 46) 49( 351 q7(32)

Delta I. , 45(246) 56( 3') 36( 35) -29(22) 30( 30) 45(-1e2) 45( 428)

Percent 60 years of age and older
64( 38)

. I / .,

All areas 36 47 a 64,' 23 24 16 26 ' 35 36 y . Pc1

Ozarks 44 59 .. 67 0 43 33 22 . - 43 - 47 . 45 >
SMI/W Central 3' 44 61 20 14 14,....., 16 30 35

01# cn
All areas 10 3 10 0 .- . '9 2 11 8 12 t 11 7 1'2.1

1
11-6 11 3 tilt

Ozarks 10 1 " 9 6 100 11 6 11 9 11 6 12.1 11.6 11 3 >4

SW/W Central 10 9 10 8 10 7 11 9 12 3 'II 7 1.2 2 11 7 11 6 rrj
'1:1 ..

Delta. : . 98 93 65 120 119 11.9 118 1) 5 10 4 P4,
P .

Percent with more than 12 years education /

All areas , 14. 14 17 27 '.. : 35 ./ 24 _19 VI
..

36 ; - 21- '
Z )

Ozarks 14 10 17. 26h 31 . 16 37 6 ' 22 19

SW/W Central . 14 17 .13 26 45
s. 26 41 . 29 22 ' . :3

Delta t.,... 1.4 11 . 16 29 1, " 35 _ ,18 20 . 20 17 .3.
Median family income (5). ' . -

,_ i 1 s >
.-3

All areas , 6500 6700 4200 9400 9000 ./600 /. 8600 , . 7600 7100

..
SW/W Central 6600 7600'4

5000
4700

.1100
95q0

*

14500
-

goo
8000 191420000

7,500 65100 "6400
8100 . 7400

i . Z
tC1

Ozatks .6100 6200 S

Delta 6600 ' 6600 3251), '110& .. 10000 . 8700 7400 - a
Percent with famelyjncom.es below $3,000 ,

* , 1 '- r
All areas ..- 24 . * 23 31' 4 19 . 11 ' 16 . 105. 19' 22 ttl

t"
'

()Jar k 19 k 28 '
'5

21 . 29 7 6 i 17 18 -'.-: .-3
...

SW/0 Cential. 24 '- 18 ' 26 15 J2., 22 4,115 ..,, ...17 21 ' Z
Delta 27 25. ' ' 49 (8 17 ' - 19 10 24 26 00-

. A ' cry

t.
Cn

S * . .-
" f 4
. e \-q' a ,) 4

, ,,,, . , e
1 6*, d V.. . V. .

e 4 ce o

i . it sveat

Delta 27
Z

38 66 12 20 14 7 31 28 Cl)

Mediin educational attainment (years



Percent with family incomes of $15.000 and tver
All areas 16, 18,
Ozarks 12 / 12

SW/W Central 14 21

Delta 17 22

Percent non-white
, All areas -24 11

' Ozarks 2 2

SW/W Central 21 10

Delta 43 30

Percent who own land
All areas . 71 80

Ozarks . . 74 84

SW/W Central 78 83
Delta -59 ' 1 6

Median organizations,
All areas 1.2 1.2

Ozarks 1.0 1 0

_ SW/W Central 1.2 1.3

Delta - 1.3 1.0 ,13.

Medirin political activities,
All areas - 1.8 2.0
Ozarks 1 8 1.9

SW/W Central 1.8 2.1

Delta 1 8 1.8

Percent voted last election
AD areas 68 -80-

Qzarks 65 73

SW/W Central 71 86

Delia 64 72
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1.8

1.6
1 9

1 8

65

56
72
66

.-

,

,

,

a
16

11

16

20

.17

1,

15
. 37

71

75

75

1.2'
1.0

1.2

1.3

1*

18
1.7

1.8

1.8

66
59
71

65

*

,

0
' Z

Ch
trY
.0
tri
Z
A
tri

0
'II,
X
G')

0-3

0
Z
I1

4-,0
>
7:1
M

cn
>
C/)

'Median age was computed frbm six categones A two-way analysis of variance testing the effect of residence category and destination area on age was significiant at

P <.001 (see Appendix Table 1).
,The numbers in parentheses are ttft number ofpassp. Approximately the same numbers apply for all other aorrisponding frames of the table

IA two-way analysis of variance testing effect of residence category and destination area on years of education as significant at P < 001 (Appendix Table 1)

'Median income was computed from nine categorles.A two-wayenalysisof variance testing the effect of residence category and destination area on income as significant

at P <.001 (see Appendix Table 1),' I

This is the median nuMbier of 17 pOssibrie organizations of which a person is apertiber.
This is the median number of 8 possible political activities in which a person participated

. , wf
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Table 3.'Occupational Distribution of the Residence Groups In the State and in Three Destination Areas

Residence category

Occupation ArkansaS Early Early Sixties *Sixties Seventies Seventies
and area Nateyes Returnees In-migrants Returnees In-migrants Returnees,' In-migrants

No:.Percent tri white- collar occupations'
y. . . ..-

All areas 29(42)2 28(37) 31(42) 31(46) p6(50) 33(49) 36(54)
Ozarks 27(41) . 29(35) 34(48) 26(35) 22(33) 35(52) 37(51)
SW/W Central 27(42) - 26(37) 4 ' 29439) 33(46) ' 43(54 29(48) 34(56)
Delta 31(42) 34(40) 28(40) 34(55), 48(69) 33(47)9 39(61)

Percent in blue-collar occupations'
All ateas 22(32) 26(33) 27(38) 23(33) 20(28) 22(33) 18(27)

Ozarks 21(31y 16(19) 20(29) 24(35) 11(17) 16(24) 20(27).
SW/W Central 23(34) 29(41) 36(47) 25(34), 28(36) 23(37) 19(32)

Delta, 22(31) . .34(40) 26(36) 19(30). 21(31) 28(40) 14(22)
Percerttm farmipg occupations' *,/, .

All areas , 9(14) '17(22) 10(13) . 6( 9) 3( 5) 4( 6) 4( 6)
.

Ozarks 10(16) 28(33) 9(13) 6( 9) 8(12) 3( 5) '7(10) '
SW/W Central 8(13), :11(15) 9(12) 7(10) 0( 0) 4(7) . 2( 4)
Delta , 10114) 14(17) 11(16) 3( 5) 0( 0) 5( 7) 0( 0)

1 Percent unemployed .

All areas 8(12) 6( 8) 5( 7) 9(13) 13(18) 7(11) 8(12)
Ozarks 7(11) 10(12) 7(10) 15(22) 25(38) 13(19) 9(12)
SW/W Central 8(11) 5( 8) 2( 3) 7(10) 8(11) 4( 7) 5( 8)
Delta 9(13) 3( 3) 6( 8)- 6(10) 0( 0) 5( 7)

o
11(17)

Number of cases
All areas 723 186 125 '134 90

Ozarks . 164 58 45 33 36 i

SWN Central 328 93 45 : 69 35
Delta 231 35 ' 35 32 19

'Includes profeSsronal,mariagerial, sales, clerical, and service occupations 0
'The numbers in parentheses are percentages that exclude housewives in the computation

96 126

31 56

44 42

21 28

Includes craftsmen, operatives, and labor occupations'
'Includes farm owners, managers, and farm labor occupations

4.,e, . 1

Migrant.
sub-totali Total

1

e

32(45) 30(43) ,,,

31(43). 29(42)
31(45) 30(43)
35(49) 32(45)

/
23(32) 23(32)
18(25) 29(27)
27(38) 25(36) .
24(34) 23(32)

8(12) 9(13)
12(16) 11(16)
7(10) 8(11)
6( 9) 8(12)

8(11) 8(11)
12(17) 10(15)
5( 8) 6(10)
5( 7) 7(10)

757
259
328
170

1480
423
656
401

rn

DC

th

z

0

z
oo
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'\were identified as sharing important migration strea s with Arkansas.. Table 6 /
resents distributions of migrant groups within eac destjnation area for the six..
egions of origin, and Table 7 presents distributions f the mi ant groups for the

three states that sent the highest proportions of migran each destination area.
Not surprisingly, in the state as a whole almost half of all Returnee groups said

they moved to Arkansas because of family ties, whereas In-migrants were more
likely to move to Arkansas for jobs pr because they were attracted to some Other
aspect of the area. There were also differences among destination areas in stated
motivations for moving to Arkansas. Job opportunities were especially important
for migrants ta the Delta, a reason given by almost half of the Sixties and Seventies
In-migrant groups. In the Ozarks general attraction to the area or 'retirement
reasons were given by over 40 percent of Sixties migrant groups and by half or
more Of Seventies migrant groups, with jobS being relatively less important.
Family ties was an especially important reason for moving to the Southwest/West
Central Arkansas area.

Examining the state as a whole, it is evidentthat the origins of all Returnees are
highly concentrated in a small number of statesCalifornia and the Arkansas
border states of Texas and Missouri together sent almost half of all Returnee
groups"(Table 5). While the origins of Early In-migrants were heavily concen-
trated in four Arkansas borderstates, these states became much less important for
later In-migrants. Origins of later In-migrants were highly dispersed, and they
were more likely to come from the Ealt and West North Central regions.

In examing the prigins of migrants to each of the destination areas (Tables 6
and 7) we find that the Delta is far more dependent upon border states and regions
than are the Ozarks and the Southwest/West Central areas. The Ozarks draws a
substantial pioportion of migrants from Texas, California, and from the South
Central region, none of which border on,the Ozarks. The Southwest/West Central
area draWs a substantial proportion from California and the Mountain and Pacific
regions. Interestingly, the Delta's attraction of migrants from the South Central
region, and specifically from the two.important southern states of Mississippi and
Tennessee, involves primarily In-migrants and very few Riturnees. Missouri, the
Mouritain/Pacific regions, and the North Central regions, on the other hand, send
primarily Returnees and few In-migrants to the Delta. Texas and California serve

. similarly with respect to the Southweist/West Central area: both sent primarily
Returnees and relatively few In- migrants to this regioli.

. Profile of Seventies In-migrants to Arkansas

The characteristics of the most recent migrants are of special interest since they
give an indication of what types of people Arkansas is now attracting, and since

i.''..recent migrants are the focus of most other studies of the impact of migration-to an
area.

*These 11 states were identified on the basis of 1960 and 19715 census data as accounting for the
highest prOpoltion of migrants into and out of Arkansas,

1
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Tableleasons for Moving to Arkansas by the Migrant Groups In the State and in Three Destination Areas

Reason Early Early Sixties Sixties
and area Returnbes In-migrants Returnees In-migrants

' Percent
Family ties 5

Pill areas 58 22 46
OzarkS 57 6 44
SW/W Central 61 l 22 48
Delta 53,- 16 44

Retirement .

All areas , # 1 , 2 10
Ozarks ' 2 2 16
SW/W Central 1' 2 . 6/
Delta 0 0 12

Job-opportunities
ill areas 18 32 16

Ozarks - . 17 26 12 '
SW/W Central 16 33 . 17 ,

Delta 25 37 19 "I

Liked the area to

Ail areas 11 15 13

Ozarks 18 17 25-./
SW/W Central. 8 11 ,* 10

Delta ''.' , 6 - 18 . 6

Heidth
All areas 5 2 4

Ozarks . 8 2- S
SW/W Cedi rot 8 4,

-N,
2

Delta 3 0 a.

c

294

18
35 ..
37

13

18

12

5
I

25

24

18

42

20
29
15

10

3

3

6

0

Seveilties : Seventies
Returnees In-Migrants

46 _
18 38

25 12 31

51 26 45
67 21 38

>
,L

W
10 15 8 N
22 24 13 '
5 9 5 Z

"5 7 4 >
C4

CD
. [11

.18 28 22 x
12 19 19

'Id
t1

19 1 .26 20
...1:1

24 48 32 X
tz1

Z
15 . 25 -it 16 . 1-3

28 34 25 C1)
1-3

12 21 11 ._.,

0 10 - d .74.,,
. 0

e
..

6 7 . 2
t1:1

9 3 4

7 0 5 r.
0 3 2

Total

45

.1:13

Co
cn
Cr(



Moved with family as a child
Allareas s .,

Ozarks 3., 0

SW/W Central . .3

Delta 8

Other reasons
All areas 4

Ozarks 3

SW/W Central 3

Delta 6

Number of cases
All areas 189

Ozarks 60

, SW/W Central 93

-Delta 36

a

t

1'

i

.

4

t

...

0

25
24

26
26

'A 3

2

4 ..
. 3

.\

-,
'

6. i

7
0

9

4

0

6
6

9

8

15

0

0
0

.

1

0
2
0

4

3
5

5

'
3

0
7

. 3

8
. 7

12

7

'

. 8

6
10

10-

4

3

5
.5

+1

0
0
Z
cn
CI
4)

tt
Z..,0
CI
90
'11

0

130
46
46

38

i33
32
69
32

-91

38
.34

96
32
43
21

180
58
43

29

769
266
328
175

8
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.Table 5. Percentage Distribution of Origins of In-migrants and Retumeeito Arkansas

Early Sixties Seventies
Return- In- Return- In- Return- ' In-

Origin ees migrants ees migrants ees migrants Total
Region

' New England' ..
Mid-Atlantic', 1 2 1 1 1 5 2

Etist North Central, 17 7 19 16 13 * 19 15
West North Central, 16 14 16 22 19 20 18
South Atlantic' 2 5 12 2 7 7 6
East and West

South Centrals 35 67 30 41 37 36 40
Mountain /Pacific' 30 6 22 18 22 14 20

State
'Texas 13 13 ' 13 9 19 10 13
California 21 3 .. 16 19 13 7 12
Missouri 13 11 14 10 13 , 9 12
Oklahoma 8 14 3 12 2 & 7
Louisiana 6 20 4 2 6 5 7
Illinois 5 4 10 6 5 10 7
Tennesiee 3

. 9 6 9 5' 7 6
Mississippi' 3 8 4 4 3 6 5
Michigan 6 - 1 6 ' 3 4 . 5 4
Kansas, - 3 2 3 '4 5 6 4
Florida 0 1 3 0 41K3 2 1

Othertstates 20 15 20 32 - 20 28 22
. , ..- e^,Nurnbar of cases 191 131 139 93 98 131 783

' 'New England and Mid-Atlantic states include Maine, New Hfmpshire7Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode 'Island. Connepticul, New York, New Jersey, anti Pennsylvania.

'East North Central states include Oht, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin
3Wrt North Central states include Minnesota, owa, Missouri. North Dakota, South Dakota,

Nebr4ska, and KansaS: %,

*Sduth Atlantic states include Delaware. Maryland. District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina; Georgia. and Florida

'Eastand West South Central states include Kentucky. Tennessee. Alab ma. Mississippi, Lovi-
ana, Oklahoma, and Texas . .

*Mountain and Pacific states inclildeMontana. Idaho, wyounna,tolor o, New Mexico, Arizona,
Utah, Nevada, Washington, Oregon, dalifornia, Alaska, and Hawaii

.

The Ozarks and the Delta areas of Arkansas differ greatly in geography, land
use, and racial distribution. hi addition, 'distinct cultural and Political differences
have been noted between the two areas: It shotild not be surprising, therefore, that
the two areas seem to attract quite different types of migrants,differences that are
especially apparent among Seventies Iri-migtants to the areas.

Seventies In-migrants comprised 13 percebt of all Ozarks area respondents.
Almost half were 60 and older, refleCted in the fact that a quarter gave retirement
as a reason for moving to the areaA majority had moved to the Ozarks from the
Noith Central regions of the U:S.; and a third said generalamenities had brought
them to the area. All of this group were white. Over a third had completed some
college, but incomes were relatively low with few at the extremes of the income
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CONSEQUENCES OF MIGRATION INTO ARKANSAS

Table 6. Percentage of Respondents from Each Region of Origin
by Destination in Arkansasand Migrant Residence Category .

1.9

- Early ', Sixties Seventtbs

Total
4. Return- In-

- Orig4iM ees migrants
Return-

ees
In-

migrants
Re-turn-

ees
In-

migrants

New England and Mid-Atlantic
Ozarks 2 2 ) 0 2 2
SW/W Central 0 . 2 0 s 0 0 9 2
Delta 0 0 \.. 0 0 4 3 1

East North Central
-Ozarks - 18 4 29 16 16 _26 )8
SW/W Central 16 6 7 11 9 16 12
Delta 16 10 31 25 18 10 18

West North Central
Ozarks 21 33 26 24 19 32 26 '
SW/W Ceiltral 11 2 13 23 16 11 12
Delta 22 5 - . 14 15 - 27 10 15

A
Sot;th Atlantic

Ozarks 0 2 9 5 16 5 5
SW/W Central 2 6 14 0 2 9 6
Delta 3 5 9 0 4 - 7 5

East and West South Central
Ozarks 21 48
SW/W Central 40 76

17

32

37

40
34
41

23

32 4242
Delta 43 $0 40 50 '32 / 67' 54

ptgintain and Pacific .
Ozarks 384 11 17 16 16 ' 12 19
SW/W Central 31 6 33 26 32 23 27
Delta _ i - 16 0 0 10 14 3 8

,Number Of cases
i

Ozarks . 61 6 35 38 L.- t32 57 267
SW/W Central 03 46 69 354 44 44 331
Delta 37 36 35 20. 22 30 183

'See Table 5 for list of states in each region.
i

distribution. Still, 71 percent owned land. Community and political involvemenof
this group was extremelAw.

Seven' percent of the respondents in the Delta were classified as Seventies
In-migrants and a majority had moved tfere from th&South Central regions of the
U.S., particularly the bordering states of Mississippi and Tennesspe. This group
was very - young, with a median age of 30 years. While educatiohal levels were
somewhat lower than for the cOrrespading "group in the Ozarks, they had
r4latifely high incomes, with a third earning $15,000 a year or more. This is
consistent with the fac't that almost half gave job opportunities as a reason for
moving to the area. Only slightly over a third of this gloup reported owning land,
no doubt partially due to the high cost and low availability of the Delta's prime

19
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Table 7. Percentage of 'Respondents from Three Most Important States
for Each Area in Arkansas, by Migrant Residence Category,

Early Sixties Seventies

Total f
Return-

OriginDrigin eras

' In-
migrants

Return-
rags

In-
migrants

Return- In-
ees 'migrants

Ozarks.
r p

Missouri 16 24 20 8 16 16 17 .

Texas 8 24: 9 13 16 9 13

California 25 6 '11 8 6 7 12

Others 51 46 40 71 62 68 '58

Total Pus ) 100 (61) 100 (46) 100 (35) 100 (38) 100 (32) 100 (57) 100 (269)

Southwest/West Central
Texas , I 17 11 19 9 27 16 17

California 22 . 2 ,23 11 20 11 17-

Louisiana 10 35 6 6 4 '4 11

Others .51 , 52 52 74 49 69 55

Total (no) ) '100 (93) 100 (46) 100 (69) 100 (34 100144) 100 (44) 100 (331)

Delta
Mississippi ' - 16 26 11 20 0 20 16

Tennessee ,5 '18 11 25 9 23 15

Missouri - 19 5 14 10 18 10 13

Others 60 51 64 45 73 47 56

Total (no ) 100 (37) 100 (39) 100 (35) 100 (20) 100 (22) 100 (30) 100 (183)

agricultural land. This group's community and political involvement Was some-
what higher than that of the corresponding Ozarks grOup.. . .

ATTITUDES OF MIGRANTS TO ARKANSAS

Oneof the reasons for the present interest in migration to Arkahsas arises from

the belief thatmigrants bring with them different attitudes and preferences than

those held'by native Aricanfans, and that these differences will havenimportant, .

influenCe on the state. Although differences in attitudes are intrinsically interesting,

some attitudes.and preferen es have a greater bearing on public issues than

Others. These are attitudes th relate to community, community problems, and

community services; attitude that relate to the disposition and use of basiccommunity
resources such as land; and ttitudeS.that relate to the appropriate role of
government, particularly local levels of government. TheItirvey asked questions

.about attitudes and preferences in all of these areas, allowing an empirical
examination of the alleged differences resulting from migration:

Attitudes of the Residence Groupi Toward Community Issues

A number of questions were asked about respondent's' attitudes on community
issues. They were asked to give a subjective rating of their well-being as "better

off, "worse off," or "about "same compared to five years ago. They were also

asked simpkwhat they thought of their communitywhether it was very good,

20
4
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Table8. Composition of Community Problems Scores'

19

Problem area

Leith and welfare concerns

.Envsconmental conCerns

Service concerns .

Community problem

Health and medical care
Job opportunities

4 Poderty
Housing

Loss of natural areas and forests
Soil erosion
Loss of farmland to cit9growth and

highways . .

Uncontrolled growth of subdivisions ...,
Loss of game and v)ildlife
Cleaicatting of timber

Sewage disposal
Water supply
Roads
Garbage and trash

'Values of responses tsach of thecommunity problems are 0 = no problem, t = slight problem, 2
senous,problera The scores for each area of concernAgre.computecIALaddingz-person's

r,espolises to each of the colgmunity problems included in the problem-area, thus, the higher the
value the greater the concern The problems were grouped on the basis of factor analysis results.
See Jackson et al (14) for a discussion of the methodology

good, average, etc.

Another question asked respondents to indicate, for a list of '23 potential
problems; whether these were problems in their community. Then they were asked
for which of these 23 problem areas they would favor' spending more guilt money
to solve that problem. Seyeral scores were created from these questions. The fig;
Number of Problems, was the total number of the 23 problems that a respondent
rated asieither serious or very serious. The second, Support Spending,was the
total lumber of the 23 problem areas for which a-respondent was willing to spend
additional public funds. A third, Percent Support Spending, was created by
calculating, for each person, the percent of the.problemi that he or she identified'
for which 'he or she also expresied a desire to. spend .more public funds.5 In
addition; scores were computed ta represent concern with subsets of problems that .
were of special interest in this reportcommunity service problems, -health and
welfare problems, and environmental problems. (see Table 8 for-construction of

. the scores).

The effects of residence category and destination area on Attitudes toward each
of the community issues were analyzed using twoway analysis of variance: The
effect of residence category was Significant on all issues except reapondentie,
opinion of the community and concern nth environmental, problems. For those

'attitudinal measures on which residence category had a significAnt effect, means.
sFor example, a person who Identified eight problems and expressed a desire to spend more

public funds on two problems would obtain a Store of 25 percent.

-.1 .44.
.. . i
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are presented for the residence, groups in the stker,"?..p. Whole and-inegathd .

destination area (see Table 9). Analysis of varianc&itteifts for tho4!memre,skite
presented in Appendix Table'2. It should be noted tirasiatinatioteaalte had a..
significant effect on attitudes toward all of these co . k. ISA*. - ..:::,t,

In the state as a whole Native Arkansans were '°: fliii3Plhort ale 14ir.,
well-being higher thin the migrant grouPs combined. This

-..

,d
p
' e"-was: Tore --

pronounced In the Ozarks and Southwest/West Centtal areqsAati00-e411-

, being were. higher in the Delta than in the other two destinatkaie ck, the ..

migrants to the Delta in th`e Sixties and Seventies seemed particulaillYtt mit' ,, ':,
their situation. In each area of the state In-migrants in the later timeoriocts t i.ovs ./.
to rate ;heir well-being as better, than did corresponding Returneei. ,,I,A',.,,

Altbduili residence category had a significant effect on aii tire ffiealiges)10q
concern with community problems that are listed in, Table 9, the: ereriee

between the categories are fairly small. Later migrants tendedto 1)6 ?ewhat
more concerned than earlier migrants with all types of problems consicP CI, and tei

be more supportive of spending public funds to solve those problem' .: Vhile `all... ,
.;rnijant.groups_combined tendeditolesomewhat more concerned wit ,problemi

tfian natives, they were no more likely to support public expenditutes' Respond- '

ents in the Oza'rks identified fewer problems than did those in the Delhi, and they
also were less likely to support spending to solve problems, in both ab.solufe and

' . relktive terms. . .

=Attitudes of the Residence Groups
0

Toward Land Us, hiaues_

Questions were asked in the survey about respondents' attitudeis towaN land
use issues, land use planning, and the appropriate roles of different levels of
government in managing land resources. Specifically, they were asked whether ,.

they had ever heard of land use planning, whether they favored land use planning,
whether they favored laws to encourage land use planning, and whadihe effect of
previous land,use planning experience had been on their opinions about land use
planning. They were also. asked three questions about each of five government
levels: federal, state, county, city, and none.7 sn additive scale was created from
these three questions to represent the degree of support° for each level of
government. . .

A two-way analysis of variance was used to test the effects of residence
category and destination area on attitudes toward each of the land toe issues. ,_

Residence category had a significant effect only on the fonr attitudinal items listed
in Table 10. The analysis of variance results for these variables are presented in

'Tests were also performed for interactions, but they were not significant for any ofilr attitudes
toward community Issues discussed in this section,

The three questions were "What level(s) of goveranent (a) should be responsibl fardeCiding
controls or regulations for the use of land?, (b) should be responsible for enforc ntrols on thg
use of land?, (c) do you think would most nearly support your opinion or interests out the control
of land?

'22
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Appendix Table 3.8
Favorability among the residence groups toward land use planning and toward

laws to encourage land use planning followed the same patterns. Early migrants in
all areas were less likely to support these planning measures than were later
migrants.,Inlhe state as a wh , all migrant groups combined showed somewhat

native'4,support than did native for both measures. Migrants were especially more
favorable in-the Ozarks, but in the Delta Natives were slightly more favorable than
Migrants. The Ozarks respondents were more iupportive of land use planning
measures than those in the Southwest/West Cenfral and Delta areas. In fact, 20

' per ertt more of the Oza?ks respondents supported each measure than did Delta.
respondents. ,

. : Respondents in the Ozarks were much more likely than those in otherareas to
have been favorably Impressed with previous land use planning experiences. In
addition, there was no migrant groat) in the Ozarks that had been legs favorably
Impressed than Natives of the area. In:migrants sho'wed a tendency to have been
more favorably int3ressed than corresponding Returnees, and Sixties Inmigrants
to all areas were the most likely of any group to have a favorable opinion of land

_
use planning as a result oi their previous expEriehce: ,

. __ ._

There was essentially no difference betwe4n Natives and all migrant groups
combined in support for state government involvement in land, use planning.
However, support was somewhat higher in the Ozarks than in the other two areas.

Examination of Whether Residence Category
and Destination Area Effects on Attitudes Are Unique

Earlier we found that residence categories differed on some basic socio-
economic characteristics and that respondent characteristics in the three destina-
tion areas of Arkansas differed greatly. It was suggested that a large portion, or
perhaps all, of the differences in attitudes observed thus far among residence
categories and among areas in Arkansas may be due ,to differences in the
respondent's age, race, educational level, and inc me level.

To test this suggestion these four socio omic characteristics were entered
as independent variables in a multiple regression model to predict each of the
attitudinal variables listed in Tables 9 and 10. In each case the model F statistic
was significant. The amount of variance explained in each of the attitudes by the
socioeconomic characteristics (R2) is presented in column I of Table 11.

Next, for each attitude a multiple regression model was t$stea that used as
Independent variables the four socio-economic characteristics plus residence cate-
gory and destination area. The R2 for each of these "full" rnddels is listed in column

2 of Table1,1; and the amount Of valiance explained by residence category and
,,,

°Tests.also were performed for interactions, but.they were not significant for any of the attitudes
toward land use issues discussed in this section

23
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Table 9. titudes Toward Community Issues of the Resident,Groups

In the State and in Three Cesilnatlorf Areas'

.4

Residence category

Attitude Arkansas , Earl Early s Sixties , Sixties ". Seventies Seventies Migrant
and area Natives - Retu ees In-migrants Returnees Irx-rnibrants Returnees In-migrants sub-total Total 4.

'Subjective well-being2
All areas 025043)' 0 12(191)
Ozarks 0 29(168) 0 0 ( 61)
SW/W Central 021(334) 020( 93)
Delta . 0 30(241) 0 14( 37)

Health and welfare concerns'
All areas 2 8 2 5

Ozarks 2 3 a 2 4

SW/W Central 2 9' 2.5

Delia 2 9 2.8,

Service concerns'
AU areas 1 5

Ozarks 14
SW/W Central 1 7

. Delta
.

1 4

Number of problems'
All areas 7 9
Ozarks . 71

SW /W Central 7 5

Delta 8 2

14
14
16
10

77
72
74
77

ti

/ - .

006(129) 017(1381 0 31(94) 0 15(98) 0 42(130) 0 20(780) 0 22(1523)
0.02( 46) 0 06( 33) 018(39) 0 09(32) 0 53( 58) 0.16(269) 0 21( 437)
006( 46)
0 11(37)

0.11( 70)
0 40( 35)

0 37(35)
0 45(20)

0 04(44)
0.46(22)

0.16( 43)
0.59( 29)

0 15(331)
0 33(180)

0.18( 665)
0.31( 421)

-
z

28 3.0 29 32 32 2.8 8 t2i

15 2.4 3 0 2.7 3.4 2.6 5 ro
27 32 2.7 37 34 3.0, 2.9
27 33 28 '2.9 2.8 29 29

<, 4
z

15 19 . 22 18 20 2.2 1.9
1 5 1.5 2.2 1 8- 20 1.7 . 1.6 in

,15 22 .. - 28 2.0 23 2.0 1 8
1 4 1 7 1.2 15 1 5 14 14

0z
77 , 89 88 83 8.4 8 2 , 8 1

70 1. 71 .j3.2 74 7.2 7.3 7.2

72 8.8 86 8 5 8 9 8.2 7.8 rr
84 91 8.3 80 8 7 8.4 8.3
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Support spending,
Or.

All areas 2 1 1 8 1.6 2 0 . 21 24 26 2.0 21

Ozarks 15 1.5 11 1.4 1.5 , 1 8 15 14 1 5 .

SW/W Central 2 1 1 9 17 ' 21 23 2.4 40 2. 2.2

Delta 2 5 2 2 2 0 2,1 2.7 3 1 3.0 2 4 2.5

Percent support spending'
All areas 26 24 22 24 23 31 29 25 26

Ozarks 23 .21 f 11 20 20 26 21 21 22
SW/W Central 26 26 23 26 24 32 42 28 27

Delta 31 28 29 e 30 t:, 33 41 34 32 32

On all community issues listed in this table, both residence category and destination area in Arkansas showed significant effects when tepted in a 2 -way
A

analysisof variance (see Appendix Table 2). .
.

Subjective well-being is how respondents rated their day-to-day living Li, 197$ as compared to five years ago Mean ratings are reported, where 1 - "better off," 0 *
= "about the same." and -1 = "worse off." .

'Numbers in parentheses are the number of cases Approximately the same numbers apply to ail other cdrosponding frames of the table, although they vary

somewhat due to missing cases on the attitudinal items. It t

'See Table 8 for construction of these scores Meant are reported.
'This scaie is the total number of problems from a list of 23 that the respondent rated as a slight or serious problem in his:her community Means are reported

4-,This scale is the total number of 23 community problems for which a respondent is willing to spend more public money Means are reported '
This is the percent of prOhlems a respondent identified for which he/she also wanted to spend more public funds Means arereported

4
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," Table 10. Attltud$i Toward Land Use Issues of the Residence Groups in the State and in Three Destination Areas'
.

Residence category
Land use Arkansas Early Sixties

issue and area Natives Returnees In-migrants Returnees In-migrants Returnees
Early Stxties Seventies laikZenties

'grants - sub-total
Migrant

Total

,Favor land use planning (% yes) - "... , -1
53t86)- 71(104) 65(1029)72(69) , 76(100) 68(565)
13(36) §2( 28) 91(3)

78(74)
92(22) 88( 48) 83(213) 77( 321) '

,42(28) 67( 54) 80(29) 75(32) ' 76( 33) ., 6a(43) 60( 455)
28(22) 7¢( 22) 40(15) 56( 19) 53(109) 571 253).i. s .. 56(13)*-

60(464), 60(132)All areas
- OzaKs 66(108) -, 69( 47)
SW/W Central 55(212) 51( 67)
Delta 60(144) 55( 18)

nearly pport your opinion or interests about the controkpand? Means are

1.4*--.. - . :-. ,
0

tD

>.Favor laws-to encogtge land use planning (% yes) . , I 0:1All areas / 56 49 59 58 77 65 . ° 74 63 60
Ozarks ' 61 . r 66 69-- 86 91 86 81 , 78 73 z,SW/W Central 55 42 64' 46t 69 - r59 70 55 , 55 cn'Delta 56 33 36 ' - 50 ..,_ ., 62 47. - 63 48 ' n ci)>

Effect aprevious land use planning exp ewmt../ . '
, ,,

- ,

, , 0,01-'
.

006 044 026
1

0,32 0 16 010
i ' 0 28:: ..

0 3
0. 0 27 - ^ 0 53 41. 0 0.29

S -0-03 -0 09 0 524 0 14- '0 05' 0/62 -0 01_ X-024, 014 050 , 010 , 046 007' , 008' tl

'All areas 004 008
Ozarks . 0 18 0.22

W/W Central -0.03 . 0.03
Delta 006 -004

Favor state government'
All areas ',.* - %, 07 06
Ozarks "0'9 ' 0 9
SW/W Central 06 -05,.,
Delta 06 Q4'

-

_\ ,
-. ,

, '
C/)

. '0,8 ' 107 ' 0 7 08 " 1 1 08 `0.7
1.9 b 8 1 1 , 0 p- 1 3 1.1 ' , ip, , ..

:110.6 X05 05 , 1,0 0,9 .- 0.6 06
0.4 " 0.9 03 '''-0 4 . !o 8 06 06 IR.

'On all land use issues in thli table, both residenti-e catr, r9,44.4,1 desti5ation area in Arkansas showed significant effects ban tested in a 2 -way analysis of Votarianie (see Appendtx,Table 3) C .. ' , ..- ,

-. t"'Numbers rn parentheses are the approximate numtierof OA in each category The n ,mbersvary somewhat due i o missing cases on the attitudinal dews
'ThiS score-representS answeri to ttie questioniVasiotlibiTerienetry-nthtand us ulations inade you MOTS for, or against, lapd use regulations in general?

173Means re reported, where 1 . "'more' for,': 0::,'n'ci.eflect,'I and1"°_,;-rpOre'Tgainsti
...) ,

.

-:'This Scale represe'nts tb.e ndmber Otim,es out ottttritfAireithata person chose the stategovernment level for responsibilay-in land use plarming. The ,

ot) .questions were 'What levr/l(s) otgovernmEnt (I) atOoldbia respooeit?te,for **ding on controls or regulations for the use of land? (2) should be responsible for . CA

reportedr C.*enforcing controls on the use-Of land?, arid (3) cfcr;ysfiithAllciwouldinost

n

--:` ''' :"-'; ,. 'v- ' ft.,
,- .

7. ..,,,.., 0 * : ( ,..

111

- :
-* * 9 11 *

4 , ww,V < '
.
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destination area that was not explained by socio-economic characteristics (multi-

ple partial correlation of destination area and residence category) is listed for each
attitude in Column 3.. On every attitude there was a significant amount of variance
that was unique to a person's migratory status and the area of Arkansas in which
he or she lived. However, when examining the variance explained liy each
independent variable in the model (partial correlations, Table I1 columns 4 to 9)
we see that more of this unique variance is associated with destination area than
with residence category. When controlling for other variables in the model,,
residence tategory has a significant effect pn only three attitudesa person's
subjective well-being, concern with community services, and favorability toward
state-level government involvement in planning and management of land resour-
ces. The effect of destination area, on the otherhand, was significant on all but one
Of the attitudes.

Income accounted for the *gest proportion of explained variance in ratings of
well- being, with those in higher income bfackets expressing more satisfaction with
their situations. Agdand race of the respondents were associated with much of the
unique explained variance in concern with community problems and in support for
spending public funds to solve those problems. Older people and whites were less
likely to be concerned with jiroblems or to be supportive of increased public
spending. Educational level hadl significant effect on most attitudes toward land
use issues. The more highly educated were more supportive of land use planning
and of laws to encourage planning, and they had been more favorably impressed
with thejeprevious planning experiences.

the virtual elimination of residence category differences in controlling for
socio-economic characteristics of the individuals should not be interpreted to mean
that migration does not influence attitudes in the state toward community and land
use issues. The fact is that migiation does in general bring in younger people, more

highly educatld individuals, more high income families, and fewer black people,
who, as we have shown, tend to differ in attitudes. The point is that within the same
levels of, education, income, age, etc., migrants do not differ substantially in
attitudes from the natives.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS . ,

Some areas in Arkansas have experienced high.rates of growth due to in-migra-
tion, and interest has been generated in the effects, this growth may have-on the
state's population. "Retarnees" and new "In-migrants" to Arkansas were identi-
fied from 1975 survey data and categorized by the year they moved to
Arkansas before 1960, in the Sixties, or in the Seventies. These categories then
were compared with each other and with "Native Arkansans" to determine the
consequences of a history of migration into Arkansas for population structure, and
for`attitudes toward community and land use .issues. The categories also were
compared within each of three areas in Arkansas that were known to demonstrate
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Table 11. Amount of Variance Explained In Attitudes Toward Community and Land Use Issues
Soclo-Economic Characteristics, Destination Area, and Residence Category

Model r2

Partial correlations (0) of socio-economic. destination area.
and residence category variables included in ftill model,

t.7

'Column 1,
Restricted model
(socio-economic

characteristics
Dependent only)
variable'

Column 2, Column 3'
Full model Multiple partial

( socio- economic. correlation of
destination destirlation area

area & residence & rest once
category) categ ry (r,)

Col 4
Residence
Category

Col 5
Destina-
tion area

Col. 6
Ade

Col. 7
Educa-

tion

Col 8
Race
(non-
white)

Col 9
Income

Col 10
Number

of
cases.

to

-3

-3

0

Subjective
well-being 0 062"

Health and
welfaret oncerns 0Q75'"

"Se'rvice concerns 0. l
Number of probreen 087

Supportsjiiinchng 08 0**.

Percentsupport

spending. r 049*" ..

10 074"

0 007

0 066"

0 099"

0 100

0.062"

0.013"

0 013

0.036:"

0013"'

0 022

0 014

0 011 '

.Q

0 005

,"0.015"

0 004

0 006

0.005

0.002

0 006'

0.023".

0.009"

0.018

0 008"

(-)0.002

(-)0.020"

(-)0 011"

(-)0.023'

(-)0.025,

(-)0.018

0.000

0 002

0 000

0.016

0.004'

0 001 ,

,
0.001

0.024

0.005"

0.002 '

0.011"

0.008

0 036"

(-)0.010"

. 0.001

0.001

0 000

0.000

1386

1090

1 8

1399

1361

1361
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Favor land use
planning

Favor land Use laws

Effect of planning
experience

Favoutate
government

0.091'"
°

0.06"

0.055'

0 017'"

.0.131

0317

0110"'

0 054

0 044'"

0.043

0.068

0 038

0.014

0.012

0.013

0.01Q*

0 031"

0.028'

0.038 *

0 027"

(-)0 006"

(-)0.003

0.000

(-)0 004'

911

0 017"

0.013'

-0

0.023"'

0 004

(-)t) 003

0.000'4.

0.000

0.000

0 000

0.005'

0.003

(-)0 001

.

875

'930

'897

1257

I

oz
t=1

t=1z

O
'Described in footnotes to Tables 9 and 10. 1 . ,
'Each entry to column 1 is the amount of variance in the dependent variable explained by age, education, race. and income!, I;lobabilities are based onthe

multiple regression model F statistic. . e .
Each entry in column 2 is the amount of variance in the dependent variable explained by age, education, race, income, the 7 residence categories, and the 3

dettination areas of Arkansas. Probabilities are based on the multiple regression model F statistic' _

Each entry in coiumnais the multiple partial correlation with the dependent varlableof the residence categories and destination areas of Arkansas (the amount

of variance explained in the dependent variable that was not explaibd by the socio-economic characteristics) Probabilities are basedon an F statistic
'Each entry in columns 4 through 9 is the partial correlation of each ndependent variable listed with the dependent variable Probabilities are based on an F

statistic. Socio-economic chifactenstics that had a negative relationship with the dependent variable are indicated by (-)
..---

P<.05
P<.01
" P < .001

Z.
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0
different migration patternsthe Ozarks, the Delta, and the Southwest/West
Central areas.

A history of migration appears to have consequences for population structure.
Taking all migrint categories together, migrants had more education and higher
incomes than Arkansas Natives, Ard they were more likely to_be white. This
conforms to patterns observed nation-wide in analysis of the chafatteristics of
urbanto-rural migrants (23).

Although there were differences between In-migiants and qeturnees, _larger
differences tended` al be based on the time of arrival in Arkansas. Those who
arrived early are frequently at one extreme and those who arrived recently at the
other; with Natives and arrivals during the internediate period ranging somewhere,
between these two. In large part these differences are due to age differences; thae
arriving early are necessarily older, siilice migration tends to occur to young adults.
It is those arriving recently about whom the most interest is genelated and, in the
sensethat they are different from both Natives and earlier arrivers, these differen-
ces have importance for'the state.

For example, In-migrants in the Seventies tended to-be more positive about their
life situations, to be more concerned about health and welfare issues, to,be more
concerned about services, and to be more in fayor of spending public funds. Both
the Sixties and Seventies migrants were Moll favoratle toward land use controls
than the remainder of the population. On th other hand, their political involve-
rpent was lower. Higher conceit with community and land use issues among
newly arrived migrants'substantiates results found in other research. Lower
political involvement, however, is contrary to results obtained in some studies (13,
18).'

There were large differences among the areas of Arkansas in characteristics of
both migrants and natives. Migranis to the Ozarks area had the oldest median
age, and almost all were white. They displayed a very narrow range of income
levelsall relatively low. On the other handl almost a thircfbf Delta migrants were
nonwhite, and they had the youngest median agep, Delta migrants displayed
extreme income inequality, with large percentages having either low or high
incomes; the median' was high.

These and other characteristics were shown to be similar to the haracteristics
,4 of area Natives. Thus, the obseived pattern of migration, while perhaps not

actually reinforcing the characteristics of the receiving area, at least minimizes the
change these patterns might bring about. Persons with "Ozark characteristics"
tend to move to the Ozarks, and persons with "Delta characteristics" tend to move
to the Delta. While this is; no doubt, pahly the result 6f-traditional ties of kinship,
friendship, and geographical proximity, it is partly the result of the
needed to attract migrants to each of the three areas.'

The reasons given for migration to the different areas differgd. Migrants to the
Ozarks were more apt to identify retirement and simply "liking the area" as

,reasons for migration; ,rnigrants to the Southwest/West Central area identifies'`
"family ties" as reasons for Migration; while migrants to the Delta were di tIV
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.

guished by the frequency with which they identified "job opportunities." A review
of income differences and differences in reasons for migrating suggests that the
Delta pays a substantial preihium in annual family incomes in order to attract
Migrant's, whereas the Ozarki provides an income disincentive which isovercome
by the scenic and cultural attractiveness of the region. This is consistent with the
finding that favorability toward land use planning and management is greatest in
the Ozarks.

Some differences were found among migrant categories on some key attitudinal
questions, although most were not great. Only on questions about land use and
land use planning were differences substantial. It is also on these questions that the
greatest differences exist among the three areas of the state. Differences among
the, residence groups in key attitudes are entirely eliminated or greatly reduced
when the demographic characteristics of migrants are controlled.

The general thrust of these data, then, is to emphasize the similarity of migrants
to the native population rather than their differences, although other research (18)
has emphasized the differences. In large part this results froni the methodology
employed. Other researchers have been more concerned with recent migrants
alone; indeed, migration has been defined so as td-eliminate from the category
persons,who migrated some time ago. Our more comprehensive treatment of the
migration phenomenon, while necessarily more complex and somewhat more
ambiguous, is a more accurate portrayal of the effects of a history of migration.
Recent migrghts are necessarily different from the nativepopulation, if for no other
reaspn than that migration tends to occur at specific ages, hence recent migrants
will fall into specific age categories. Recent migrants will change, their attitudes
may soon become similar to those of the iatives, and some of them will become
disenchanted and move on, or return to the place of origin. After a number of years
those who remain will no doubt resemble the native population much more than
they do now. ,

The contrastinginterpretations of recent migration phenomena raise two impor-
tant issues in migrahOn research. One is that, to make an accurate assessment of
the effects of migration upon an area; it is necessary to _compare the in-coming.
stream with the out-going-stream, as Zuiches and Brown (23) attempted to do for
metropolitan to nonmeiropolitatt Migration patterns for the entire United States.
For example, is Arkansas also losing io other states a small group of persons very
similar to the Seventies in-migrants? If that is true, even though the Seventies
in-migrants are quite different from Natives and previous in-migrants on a number
of-variables, nothing is really changing. We cannot tell about this from these data,
nor from most other data on local effects of,migration, simply because surveys
are taken at destination onorigin, but rarely both.

The second point is that we need longitudinal studies in which persons are
identified at a residence at one point in time and traced backward and forward in
time to determine where they came from and where they went. Only in this way will
we be able to separate secular trends from life cycle changes, to separate changes

in the migrants from corresponding changes in the native populations, and to begin
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-

to understand the manner in which in-migrants become integrated (or do not
become integrated) into the society of destination.
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Appendix Table 1. Two-Way Analysis of Variance of Residence Category and
Destination Area on Selected Socio-Economic Characteristics

Socio-economic Residence Destination Number
charactehstic category F area F Model F of cases

Age 301" 16 26 1 - 1546

Education 19 19 8 10 18 0"' 1526

Income - 5 6 0 8 4 29* 1432

p < 001

Appendix Table 2. Two-Way Analysis of Variance of Residence Category and
Destination Area on Attitudes Toward Community issues

Community Residence Destihation . Number
issue' category F area F Model F of cases

Sabiective
Well-being

Health and
welfare

Service co erns
Number of problems
Support spending
Percent support

spending

\

3 3

2 3'
5 4
2 5

2 2'

,,Z.

3"

13
10
26*

16"

.

3 4"'

3-2
7 1*
4 0
8 9

1522

1196

. 144.1

1546

1500

1500
.

See footnotes to Table 9 for a description of the measures of attitudes toward community issues.

- p < 05
7 p < 01

p <.001

AppendlxTable 3. Two-Way Analysis of Variance of Residence Category and
Destination Area on Attitudes Toward Land Use Issues

bland use Residence i Destination
issue' category F area F

el Number
Model F of

Favor land use
planning 5 1 16 5 6 950

Favor land use
laws 3.7 14 6.9 1028

Effect of planning
experience 4 4 16"; 8 7 994

Favor state
..government 2 2' 17* 6 4"' 1374

'

..,-- .,....

See footnotes to Table 10 for a description of the measures of attitudes toward land use issues
. t it

p < 05 ' .
1

p < 001.
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